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Questions   1-20   are   to   be   answered   in   the   bCourses   Midterm   quiz.   Optional:   If   you   have   any   
concerns   about   how   you   interpreted   any   of   the   multiple   choice   questions   that   you   didn’t   get   
answered   during   the   exam,    please   note   them   in   box   23    (on   the   top   of   the   first   inside   page   of   
your   free   response   template   answer   sheet).   The   last   page   of   your   free   response   template   
answer   sheet   is   for   your   scratch   work   during   the   multiple   choice   section.   Most   questions   won’t   
require   scratch   work.   
  
  

Short   answer   questions,   to   answer   in   fillable   pdf:   
  

21. (6   points)   A   mating   shaft   and   hole   have   a   nominal   diameter   of   1”   (1   inch).   You   decide   on   
an   H7/h6   fit.   Using   the   tables   from   Machinery’s   Handbook   at   the   end   of   this   file,   answer   
the   following   questions   for   this   fit   in   the   fillable   pdf   answer   sheet:   

a) What   is   the   smallest   acceptable   clearance,   in   inches   (or   say   NA   if   smallest   
is   interference)?    

b) What   is   the   largest   acceptable   clearance,   in   inches   (or   say   NA   if   largest   is   
interference)?     

c) What   is   the   smallest   acceptable   interference,   in   inches   (or   say   NA   if   
smallest   is   clearance   )?     

d) What   is   the   largest   acceptable   interference,   in   inches   (or   say   NA   if   largest   
is   clearance   )?     

e) What   is   the   smallest   acceptable   hole   size,   in   inches?     
f) What   is   the   largest   acceptable   hole   size,   in   inches?     
g) What   is   the   smallest   acceptable   shaft   size,   in   inches?     
h) What   is   the   largest   acceptable   shaft   size,   in   inches?     

  
22. (3   pts)    Why   is   an   interference   fit   between   a   tool   holder   (collet)   and   an   end   mill   at   

room   temperature   necessary   for   machining?     
Type   your   answer   directly   into   the   fillable   pdf   answer   sheet.   We   expect   the   best   answers   
to   be   only   ~1   sentence.   

  
  

Free   Response   Questions   (answer   in   Free   Response   Answer   Sheet   Template   &   also   put   
final   answers   into   the   Fillable   PDF   Answer   Sheet)   
  
  

23. Optional:   If   you   have   any   concerns   about   how   you   interpreted   any   of   the   multiple   choice   
questions   that   you   didn’t   get   answered   during   the   exam,   please   note   them   in   the   box   for   
this   question.   
  
  



24. (6   points)   You   machine   a   100mm-long   cylindrical   part   from   round   stock   with   a   diameter   
of   90   mm   down   to   a   diameter   of   80   mm   on   a   lathe   in   4   passes   using   a   speed   of   900   rpm.   
It   takes   one   minute   to   machine   the   part.    Calculate   your   material   removal   rate   for   
machining   this   part.    Show   your   work.     Put   your   final   answer   in   the   answer   box   at   
the   bottom   right   of   the   larger   rectangle   for   this   problem   on   your   free   response   
template.    In   addition,    type   in   your   final   answer   into   the   fillable   pdf.     

  
  
  
  
  

25. (10   points)   You   are   planning   to   use   an   end   mill   made   out   of   steel   with   a   shank   diameter   
of   30.000   mm   (at   20   degrees   C).   The   tool   holder   (collet)   is   also   made   out   of   steel.   
(Assume   the    coefficient   of   thermal   expansion   for   this   steel   is   alpha=12*10^-6/K.)     

  
At   room   temperature   (20   degrees   C),   the   tool   holder   (collet)   and   milling   tool   (shank)   
need   to   have   a   0.055   mm   interference   fit.     
  

a)    What   type   of   fit   is   this?   Give    both    the   English   name   from   the   table   and   the   
corresponding   ISO   hole   and   shaft   codes   in   the   format   H?/??   or   ??/h?   (replace   the   
?s)   as   appropriate   (from   the   same   table).    Clearly    label   your   answer   as   “a)”   and   
hand-draw   a   box   around   the   “a)”   and   your   answer .   
Note:   Tables   from   Machinery’s   Handbook   are   provided   at   the   end   of   this   document.     

  
b)   In   order   to   have   an   interference   fit   of   0.055   mm   at   room   temperature,   what   will   
the   inner   diameter   of   the   tool   holder   need   to   be   at   room   temperature?    Show   your   
work.   Remember   the   milling   tool   has   a   diameter   of   30.000   mm   at   room   temperature.   
Clearly    label   your   answer   as   “b)”   and   hand-draw   a   box   around   the   “b)”   and   your   
answer.   
  

You   determine   that   for   ease   of   assembly   the   tool   holder   (collet)   and   milling   tool   (shank)   
need   to   have   a   clearance   of   0.03   mm   when   putting   the   assembly   together.     

  
c)    What   temperature   does   the   tool   holder   need   to   be   at   in   order   to   achieve   this   
clearance   fit?    Show   your   work.     Put   your   final   answer   in   the   answer   box   at   the   
bottom   right   of   the   larger   rectangle   for   this   problem   on   your   free   response   
template.    In   addition,    type   in   your   final   answer   to   part   c)   on   the   fillable   pdf.   
(Remember   alpha   for   this   steel   is   12*10^-6/K.)     
  
  
  
  
  

  



26. (6   points)   You   are   machining   a   part   on   a   manual   lathe   and   analyzing   forces   using   the   
orthogonal   cutting   model.   Your   process   has   a   cutting   force   of   3,000   N   and   a   thrust   force   
of   400   N.   The   rake   angle   of   the   tool   is   30   degrees.     

a) Find   the   total   reaction   force   (R).    Show   your   work.   Clearly    label   your   answer   
as   “a)”   and   hand-draw   a   box   around   the   “a)”   and   your   answer .   
  

b) Find   the    frictional   force   (F)   in   the   plane   of   the   rake   face   of   the   tool   (F).    Show   
your   work.    Put   your   final   answer   in   the   answer   box   at   the   bottom   right   of   the   
larger   rectangle   for   this   problem   on   your   free   response   template.    In   
addition,    type   in   your   final   answer   to   part   b)   on   the   fillable   pdf.    (Hint:   
trigonometry   will   be   useful,   as   well   as   what   you   learned   in   this   course.   And   yes,   
we   gave   you   all   the   information   you   need.   :)   )   
  
  

27. Sheet   for   your   scratch   work   during   the   multiple   choice   section.   Most   questions   won’t   
require   scratch   work.   You   can   attach   additional   blank   sheets   for   scratch   work   if   
applicable.   
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